
Using Cosmobiology and the 8th Harmonic to 
study Stock Market Cycles 

W.D. Gann’s favorite harmonic for studying Time and Price cycles was 
the 8th Harmonic. Learn why the 90-degree dial and advanced 
Cosmobiology techniques and tools lead you to the core structure of 
understanding planetary cycles. 

Did you know that legendary trader W.D. Gann was an astrologer? 

Newspaper articles in the 1920's called W.D. Gann a prophet and a mathematical 

seer.  "Mr Gann has made noteworthy forecasts of the markets which proved to be 

true in the course of time. His calculations are based on Letters, Numbers and 

Astrology."i 

"Mr Gann gets calls every day from men and women prominent in all walks of life 

asking him to cast their horoscope. He tells politicians whether or not they will be 

elected and solves other problems for clergymen, bankers and statesmen."ii 

In 1914, he was a member of The Astrological Society, Inc N.Y. with Sepharial, 
George Llewellyn, Frank C Higgins and had associations with Edward Johndro, Luther 
Jensen and CC Zain. Gann also published a list of recommended books he had for 
sale - topics included Numerology, Astrology, the Tarot and other esoteric titles such 
as the Oracles of Nostradamus. In his coded novel The Tunnel Thru the Air (TTTA) he 
wrote about mediums, clairvoyants and even Atlantis!  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 
author of Sherlock Holmes and The Lost World, is also mentioned, as he was a 
prominent researcher of Spiritualism in the 1920's, traveling the world investigating 
reports of supernatural spirit phenomena.  

From TTTA, 

“ I believe in the stars, I believe in Astrology and I have figured out my own destiny. 
The Bible makes it plain that the stars do rule. 147th Psalm, 4th Verse:  

“He tellest the number of stars, he callest them all by name. 

I believe the wise men of the East, the astrologists before the birth of Jesus Christ, 
knew where and when he would be born by the study of the stars". iii 

It has been said that to truly understand the secrets and symbolism in TTTA you 
need not only to be an astrologer but also a high degree Mason like Gann. In this 
regard, my research reveals that Masonic rituals stem from ancient Egypt and the 
Temples of Initiation. We know that Pythagoras was initiated into the Egyptian 
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mysteries and taught the secrets by the High Priests.  Gann made trips to both Egypt 
and India in search of ancient texts where he found the Square of Nine, an ancient 
system of both Time and Number also referred to as The Pythagorean Cube and the 
foundation of ancient Numerology. 

When referring to the Square of Nine, Gann wrote, “The angles 90, 180, 270 and 360 
form the first important cross, known as the Cardinal Cross. The angles of 45, 135, 
225 and 315 form the next important cross, called the fixed cross. These angles are 
very important for the measurements of time, space and volume.”iv All these angles 
are known as Gann seasonal dates and mid- seasons in trading and divide the circle 
by the 8th harmonic. 

 

 

 



The 90 degree dial incorporates both the 4th and 8th harmonics, therefore works like 
magic for Gann analysis. The four cardinal points all overlap at the zero point on the 
dial and the 15 degrees of the fixed cross align directly across the dial. Studying 
planetary cycles according to these harmonics brings another dimension to your 
analysis - revealing sensitive degrees that often are overlooked by traditional 
methods. Gain unique insights on how to use the 8th harmonic for Stock Market 
Analysis. 
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